Roll 9 (1.32 kg) 7 (6mm to 76mm) (Wei)

**LD5100**

4.5” (114mm) wide — Electric Label Dispenser “HIGH SPEED”
- Ideal for virtually any kind of label from bar code to packaging
- Automatically peels and advances labels
- Photosensor accuracy and reliability
- All metal construction
- High torque motor for heavy rolls of labels
- Will dispense labels from .25” to 4.5” (6 to 114mm) in width
- Will dispense labels from .50” to 6” (13 to 152mm) in length

**LD2000**

2.25” (57mm) wide — Electric Label Dispenser “HIGH SPEED”
- Ideal for small labels and small work areas
- Automatically peels labels from its liner and advances labels
- Will dispense labels and die-cut parts
- Photosensor accuracy and reliability
- All metal construction
- Will dispense labels from .25” to 2.25” (6 to 57mm) in width
- Will dispense labels from .25” to 3” (6 to 76mm) in length

**ADD’L Info for LD5100**
- Will dispense labels and die-cut parts
- Adjustable strip plate for hard-to-release labels
- Will accommodate core sizes of 1” (25mm) and 3” (76mm)
- Can dispense paper, polyester, vinyl, acetate, foam, foil, etc.
- Automatically rewinds liner scrap for a cleaner working environment
- Liner scrap is easily removed
- No tools required for adjusting to different size labels
- No maintenance required
- For Clear labels please select Model # LD5100C

**ADD’L Info for LD2000**
- Will accommodate core sizes of 1” (25mm) and 3” (76mm)
- Can dispense paper, polyester, vinyl, acetate, foil, etc.
- Automatically rewinds liner scrap for a cleaner working environment
- Liner scrap is easily removed
- No tools required for adjusting to different size labels
- No maintenance required
- The LD2000 can be daisy-chained to other LD2000s for dispensing different labels at the same time. This enables up to 8 dispensers to operate as a single dispenser. Order part no. LD2000-CABLE for each connection.

Please refer to our website for the latest products and specifications. Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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